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PROFESSIONAL TRAINING
TECHNOLOGIES FOR
SHOOTERS BY SHOOTERS

ABOUT LASER AMMO

Repetition is the key to muscle memory
For a shooter, repetition can represent a considerable amount of ammunition to perfect a trigger squeeze.
With the high cost of ammo, dry-firing represents an affordable training alternative.

Shooting is a deteriorating skill. In
as little as one week after leaving
the range, the average shooter’s
skills can diminish by 20%.

Dry Firing allows you to continually
practice, maintain and improve
your shooting skills while away
from the range.

Get the Laser Ammo Advantage with
SureStrikeTM. Practicing your stance,
presentation, sight alignment, sight
picture, breath control, trigger pull &
follow through has never been easier.

control and heart rate, and allows you incorporate
basic movements. Starting out slow ensures that
your fundamentals are flawless through repetition,
before increasing speed or distance to your targets.
Laser Ammo USA, Inc. develops and sells firearms training products for civilian, law enforcement,
and military markets. Owned and operated by former Israeli and US military combat veterans, Laser
Ammo is dedicated to providing serious training for serious professionals. Our products, including
the SureStrikeTM dry fire training system, electronic targets, Smokeless Range® Simulator, and more
are used by military, law enforcement agencies, NRA and USCCA instructors, and responsible
firearm owners worldwide.

By continuously repeating these drills without
errors, you will build “muscle memory” and
will allow the techniques to ingrain in to your
subconscious. This will allow for your actions to
be duplicated automatically when you return to
the range or if you are ever thrust in to a shooting
incident.

The Laser Ammo family of products allows operators to utilize their specific firearms platforms,
including Airsoft or recoil conversion systems, for dry fire training. From basic reactive target
systems through high end simulators, to fully customizable solutions for Force on Force (MILES)
training, Laser Ammo is simply serious training for serious professionals.
The company’s research and development is conducted in its Israeli offices. Laser Ammo USA
and Nordic Laser Ammo in Europe are chiefly responsible for sales and marketing. The company’s
presence in Israel puts it at the crossroads of leading weapons technology development.
Laser Ammo benefits from the input of numerous professionals in engineering and weapons
training for civilian, military, and law enforcement markets, which has led to the creation of
products that are ideally suited for each sector.
Having our R&D at the company’s Israeli headquarters also allows field-testing by top military and
Law enforcement units. At the same time, our US and European locations ensure that we are close
to our retailers and end users. Our products were created as a result of our users’ needs; and we
intend to maintain that development philosophy. Laser Ammo USA and Laser Ammo Europe keep
us close to the action.
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Those of you who are not able to make it to
the range as often as you would like, can still
practice the fundamentals of shooting, through
dry-firing in the convenience of your home or
office. Dry-firing is the single most efficient and
safest way to increase your skills regardless of
your experience level. It allows you to increase
proficiency with your draw, speed up your sight
acquisition, gain better trigger control, increase
speed and accuracy of your reloads, smooths
and speeds up your transitions, assists in breath

The SureStrikeTM is a high-end laser training
system for pistols, rifles and airsoft that assists all
levels of shooters in building and maintaining the
correct firearms skills, by emitting a laser pulse
simulating a bullet’s impact point. The SureStrikeTM
turns the typical dry firing session into a powerful
and rewarding learning experience where the
shooter can easily recognize and correct any errors
ingrained in muscle memory.
The SureStrikeTM helps shooters obtain a stable grip,
control trigger squeeze, reduce response time and
aid in obtaining perfect sight alignment and sight
picture.
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PRACTICE SHOOTING
ANYTIME, ANYWHERE
WITH SURESTRIKE™ KITS

SURESTRIKETM KITS

THE SURESTRIKETM LASER RANGE
SKU SSLR-P
• 	 L.A.S.R. Pro Software License
• 	 9mm SureStrikeTM Laser Cartridge
• 	 .40 S&W Caliber Adapter
• 	 .45 ACP Caliber Adapter
• 	 Additional Battery Pack

SURESTRIKETM ULTIMATE LE TRAINING KIT
SKU 223SSUK / 223SSUK-780IR
• 	 223 for AR15 SureStrikeTM Laser Cartridge
• 	 40S&W Caliber Adapter
• 	 45ACP Caliber Adapter
• 	 9mm Dual Function Action Cap (Can be used to
dry fire or as a boresight.)

SURESTRIKETM 9MM PREMIUM PLUS KIT
SKU 9MCSCK-P / 9MCSCK-P-780IR
• 	 9mm SureStrikeTM Laser Cartridge
• 	 40S&W Caliber Adapter
• 	 45 ACP Caliber Adapter

The SureStrike™ Laser Training Kits, allows any level shooter, to practice safe marksmanship and
gun-handling drills with one, three or four different calibers of their own firearms.
All of the SurestrikeTM Kits come standard with a convenient protective carrying case, red (visible)
or infrared (invisible) laser cartridge, the patented UhrSecureTM safety pipe, safety extension, high
visibility safety nut, caliber adapters, battery pack, and six reflective targets.
This makes it easy and convenient for any shooter to keep the equipment safe and secure while
tossing it in your range bag or simply put it in your pocket.
The SureStrikeTM Lasers are the most accurate and robust laser training aides available in the
market. The laser cartridge is built with stainless-steel body, high quality glass lens, and action cap
that controls the function of the laser. The action cap, used as a snap cap, will protect your firing
pin with a warranty of 5,000 shots (or one year) guaranteed! This makes the SureStrikeTM Kit the
most versatile and safe training tool on the planet.
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SURESTRIKETM 9MM PREMIUM KIT
SKU 9MBSCK / 9MKSCK-780IR
• 	 9mm SureStrikeTM Laser Cartridge

All SureStrikeTM Kits include a high quality custom carry case, the UhrSecure Safety System
(short safety pipe, safety nut, and extension), battery pack, and six 2.5” X 2.5” reflective targets.
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LASER CARTRIDGE

BUY IT ONCE AND ADAPT
TO ALL YOUR CALIBERS...
IT’S THAT SIMPLE.
SURESTRIKETM 9mm CARTRIDGE

SKU 223SSLC / 223SSLC-780IR
• 	 223 SureStrikeTM Laser Cartridge
• 	 Barrel Adapter

SURESTRIKETM.380 CARTRIDGE

38SP / 357 REVOLVER CARTRIDGE

SKU 380SSLC / 380SSLC-780IR
• 	 380 Laser Cartridge

SKU 38SSLC / 38SSLC-780IR
• 	 38SP / 357 SureStrikeTM Laser Cartridge

9X18 MAKAROV CARTRIDGE

HUNTING PACK FOR SHOTGUNS & RIFLES

SKU 9MMKRV
• 	 SureStrikeTM Makarov 9x18 Cartridge
• 	 Red Battery Pack

Laser Ammo’s SureStrike™ Laser Training Cartridge allows a shooter of any level to practice safe
marksmanship and gun-handling drills with their own firearm in any location, from home to work
and anywhere in between.
This system enables a shooter or instructor to enhance their abilities by focusing on their firearm
presentation, sight alignment, sight picture, breath control, trigger pull and follow through.
The SureStrike™ Laser Cartridges can also be used with the Laser Ammo Caliber Adapter System to
fit a variety of calibers to simulate the point of impact with a visible (red) or invisible (infrared) laser.
Each SureStrikeTM cartridge includes three 2.5”x2.5” reflective targets, a battery pack.
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223 FOR AR15 CARTRIDGE

SKU 9MSSLC / 9MSSLC-780IR
• 	 9mm SureStrikeTM Laser Cartridge

SKU SSHP12 / SSHP20 / SSHP308 / SSHP3006
• 	 9mm SureStrikeTM Laser Cartridge
• 	 Multi Mode Cap For Dry Fire & Boresighting
• 	 12 Or 20 Gauge Shot Gun Adapter, Or
• 	 308 Or 30-06 Adapter Sleeve For Rifle

All SureStrikeTM Laser Cartridges include a battery pack.
Red Laser Cartridges also include three 2.5” X 2.5” reflective targets.

38 SPECIAL/357 CARTRIDGE 5 OR 6 PACK
SKU 38SSLK5 / 38SSLK
• 	 38 Special / 357 Surestrike™ Laser Cartridges
• 	 Six Reflective Targets
• 	 Battery Pack
• 	 No Need To Use The Safety Pipe And Nut
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IMPROVE ACCURACY AND
REACTION TIME IN ANY
ROOM OF THE HOUSE

ELECTRONIC TARGETS

LaserPETTM Electronic Target
SKU LA-PET
• 	 1.8” X 1.8” Sensor
• 	 Bright Numeric Led Display (Visual)
• 	 Changeable Target Cards To Modify Target
Area Size And Shape
• 	 Tripod And Wall Mounts
• 	 Battery Operated (AAA)
• 	 Four Operational Modes
• 	 Buzzer (Audio)
• 	 Built-in Timer
• 	 Portable

LaserPET Electronic Target - 3 Pack
SKU LA-PET-3
• 	 1.8” X 1.8” Sensor
• 	 Bright Numeric Led Display (Visual)
• 	 Changeable Target Cards To Modify Target
Area Size And Shape
• 	 Tripod And Wall Mounts
• 	 Battery Operated (AAA)
• 	 Four Operational Modes
• 	 Buzzer (Audio)
• 	 Built-in Timer
• 	 Portable

The LaserPETTM (Personal Electronic Target) is a standalone advanced laser training reactive target,
that allows shooters to practice the five fundamental drills set by the NRA by engaging a target
anytime, anywhere.
The LaserPETTM will improve your reaction time, shot time, accuracy and will continue to enhance
your shooting skills with four operational modes and five target cards. The LaserPETTM can keep track
of hits, act as a shot timer and assist the shooter to speed up his or her follow-up shots and reload
times. The LaserPETTM gives the shooter instant audio and visual feedback when a hit occurs on the
easy-to-read screen which displays hits and reaction times.
Perfect to use with the SureStrikeTM Laser Cartridge to improve your skills and marksmanship with any
firearm. Precision shooters, long-range shooters and hunters can practice their accuracy, windage and
elevation with the LaserPETTM. The LaserPETTM offers four different operational modes; Shot Counter,
Shot Timer, Speed Shooting and Double-Tap. The LaserPETTM includes a set of five 2” targets, tripod
and AAA batteries. The LaserPETTM only works with red, visible lasers.
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ELECTRONIC TARGETS

WIRELESS, INTERACTIVE
TARGETS FOR HOME DEFENSE
& TACTICAL TRAINING
I-MTTS 1-PACK

SKU I-MTTS-1
• 	 1X Interactive Target (Wireless)
• 	 Battery Operated (AAA)
• 	 Four Target Cards - 3’ To 5’
• 	 Six Operational Modes
• 	 Buzzer (Audio)

I-MTTS 3-PACK
SKU I-MTTS-3
• 	 3X Interactive Targets (Wireless)
• 	 Battery Operated (AAA)
• 	 Four Target Cards - 3’ To 5’
• 	 Six Operational Modes
• 	 Buzzer (Audio)

Interactive Multi Target Training System
The Interactive Multi Target Training System™ (I-MTTS) is a completely mobile, wireless, interactive
targeting system that allows the shooter to simulate various training drills using numerous targets that
communicate with one another.
Practice IPSC, USPSA, IDPA, NRA Action, reactive steel plates, home defense and tactical shooting with
the most advanced electronic reactive targets on the market.
With four sets of different interchangeable target cards and six operational modes, the options are
endless! Practice some of your favorite competition stages, integrate them with your existing dry-firing
training, or make your own reactive shooting course. Position them around the room or home or office
to practice defensive and tactical shooting.

I-MTTS 5-PACK
SKU I-MTTS-5
• 	 5X Interactive Targets (Wireless)
• 	 Battery Operated (AAA)
• 	 Four Target Cards - 3’ To 5’
• 	 Six Operational Modes
• 	 Buzzer (Audio)

Perfect to use with our SureStrikeTM Laser Training Cartridge or one of our realistic recoil operated
firearms. Each I-MTTS™ includes a set of target cards, wireless base and batteries.
Each wireless base includes six different operational modes; Stand Alone, Steel Plate Shooting,
Chase The Ball, Shoot / No-Shoot, Double Speed Shoot / No-Shoot, And Double-Tap.
10
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SMOKELESS RANGE

®

THE SMOKELESS RANGE
AN AFFORDABLE SIMULATOR
FOR MARKSMANSHIP TRAINING

SMOKELESS RANGE® JUDGMENTAL
& MARKSMANSHIP SIMULATOR
SKU SR001
• 	 High Speed Camera
• 	 USB Cable
• 	 Tripod
• 	 Smokeless Range Software includes 10 different
drills: Match targets, Transitional drills, tracking
drills, dueling tree, speed drills, moving targets,
trap shooting, can toss, bomb blast

EXPAND YOUR SMOKELESS RANGE WITH GREAT ADD ONS!

Challenge yourself like never before with our cost
effective simulator built for shooters, by shooters!
Laser Ammo’s Smokeless Range® makes it possible for anyone to enjoy an affordable marksmanship,
judgmental and recreational simulator for practicing in the convenience of your own home, office
or department. With 10 different standard drills and many available add-ons, the Smokeless Range®
offers endless drill possibilities from target practice, use of force training, and a full course of IPSC
challenges.
Your own videos, targets, and sounds can be added with this unique simulator. The user can create
his or her own drills and courses and share them with friends or other departments.
The Smokeless Range® can be used with your Windows PC, a projector and screen or a TV. The
USB tracking camera is compatible with red or infrared training lasers such as the Laser Ammo
SureStrikeTM lasers, recoil enabled pistols and rifles or Advanced Training Laser Pistols.
The Smokeless Range® includes a High-Speed Camera, Tripod and the license for the software.

Download A 15 Day Free Trial At SmokelessDownload.com
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OPEN RANGE

M-RANGE

TACTICAL TARGETS

SKU OR001
Create & design your own training
courses with endless possibilities.
Modify any of our pre-made courses
or create your own using custom
targets and shooting sounds. Share
your custom courses with friends
and others.

SKU MR001
The M-Range is a course of fire,
qualification training software that
allows you to build your own
course of fire and train up to four
shooters at the same time.

SKU TT001
Tactical Targets includes five
courses of fire and a timed
target range to push limits and
test your skills. Targets are
randomized to ensure your
tactical training never gets old.
A must have for every shooter.
PR

O

GAME RANGE ALPHA

VIDEO SCENARIO TRAINER

IPSC COMPETITIVE SHOOTER

SKU GRA001
A must have add on to your
Smokeless Range simulator that
includes five marksmanship games
that add more fun filled shooting
practice to your Smokeless Range.

SKU VST-P (Pro)
Build your own custom videos to
practice use of force training and
situational awareness. HD videos,
and full branching editor allows
for different outcomes. The VST-P
includes AAR (After Action Review)
which will automatically pause the
scene when a shot is detected.

SKU CSIP002
Train for your next IPSC competition
with the next generation of high
end graphics. Includes five different
courses, leaderboard and more.

*This software requires a higher level of
minimum computer specifications.

FOR MORE AVAILABLE AD-ONS, VISIT LASER-AMMO.COM
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CALIBER ADAPTERS

ADAPT FROM 9MM TO
40MM GRENADE LAUNCHER
& EVERYTHING IN BETWEEN
40S&W / 45 ACP ADAPTER KIT
SKU SSADK
Kits include the ring, short pipe, black extension pipe, and
red nut. The adapter ring is only the adapter.

The SureStrike™ Laser Cartridges can also be used with the Laser Ammo Caliber Adapter System to
fit a variety of calibers for semi-automatic pistols, revolvers, shotguns and rifles.
The unique Caliber Adapter System allows the 9mm SureStrike™ Laser Cartridge to be used in
multiple calibers, eliminating the need to buy a separate cartridge for each caliber.

40S&W

45ACP

45GAP

357 SIG

040AR (Ring)
40SSADK (Kit)

045AR (Ring)
45SSADK (Kit)

045GAP (Ring)

357SAR (Ring)
357SAR (Kit)

10MM
010AR (Ring)

45 LONG COLT

44 MAGNUM ADAPTER

308 RIFLE ADAPTER

SKU 45LCAR

SKU 44LCAR

SKU 308AR

12G SHOTGUN

20G SHOTGUN

SKU 012AR

SKU 020AR

6.5X55MM SE / SWEDISH

8 X 57MM IS / MAUSER

300 WINCHESTER ADAPTER

SKU 6.5X55SAR

SKU 8X57MAR

SKU 300WAR

30-06 SPRINGFIELD
SKU 3006AR

No tools are required for installation. Simply thread the adapter into the 9mm SureStrike™ Laser
assembly and you are ready to go.
All semi-automatic adapter rings are used with the 9mm Action Cap and the UhrSecure Safety
System (safety pipe, extension and nut.) The patented UhrSecure safety system is used for visual
indication that the gun is safe and aligns the laser with the barrel, making it the safest and most
accurate laser in existence.
*All semi-automatic pistol adapter rings require the use of a safety pipe and nut.
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ACTION CAPS

“REFILL” YOUR CARTRIDGE &
CHOOSE DRYFIRE OR BORESIGHT
WITH INTERCHANGABLE CAPS
DRY FIRE 9MM ACTION CAP

SKU 9MTA
The Dry Fire 9mm Action Cap is a cost effective refill for
your SureStrikeTM Laser Cartridge. Programmed to emit
a short pulse with every shoot, that will activate all laser
Ammo electronic targets and simulators.
• 	 9mm

DIGITAL BORESIGHT ACTION CAP
SKU 9MDB / 223DB / 38DB
The Digital Boresight Action Cap,
converts the SureStrike into a digitally
controlled user-friendly bore sighting
tool. The only cap that is activated on/off
by pulling the trigger.
• 	 9mm

Boresighter Cap
in 223 for AR15 and 38SP

• 	 Available

MULTIMODE ACTION CAP
A unique ability of the SureStrikeTM training system is to be able to change the functionality and
behavior of the laser cartridge according to your training needs. By using interchangeable Action
Caps, each having a different program, the user can decide if he wants to dry fire, a borsight or both.
This feature makes SureStrikeTM the most versatile dry fire training system available today. The
SureStrikeTM Action Caps have a microprocessor controlled primer which activates the SureStrikeTM
and also performs as a snap cap, keeping the firing mechanism safe from damage while dry firing.
The SureStrikeTM Vibration cap is not activated by firing pin and therefore it doesn’t have the primer.
Instead, it is specifically programmed and built for airsoft use with one of our airsoft adapters.
We guarantee all of our Action Caps for at least 5,000 shots, though, many shooters have reported
thousands of extra shots from their SureStrikeTM units. By simply replacing the Action Caps, the
shooter can refill the SureStrikeTM as many times as needed.
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SKU 9MTA/DB
The Multimode Action Cap can be used
for dry fire training or as a digital boresight
action cap. Save money and use one
cap for both modes.
• 	 Multimode

Cap

Dry Fire Action Cap

.223 for AR15

SKU 223TA / 223LCADK
• 	 223 for AR15 Cap
• 	 Battery Pack
• 	 Available as adapter kit
with barrel adapter

380 CAP
SKU 380SBC
• 	 380 Cap

38 SPECIAL / .357
SKU 38SBC
• 	 38SP / .357 cap

VIBRATION CAP
SKU 9MVC-R (Real)
SKU 9MVC-F (Flash)
• 	 Vibration Action Cap

All SureStrikeTM Back Action Caps include a battery pack and are
guaranteed for a minimum of 5,000 shots or one year.
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TAKE DRYFIRE TO THE
NEXT LEVEL WITH RECOIL
ENABLED TRAINING

RECOIL ENABLED KITS

RECOIL ENABLED TRAINING PISTOL - KWA ATP / ATP-C
SKU RETP-ATP-IR / RETP-ATP
SKU RETP-ATP-C -IR / RETP-ATP-C
• 	 This

is a powerful training tool, that simulates recoil for the most
realistic training at home. The ATP Series has the look and feel
of the G17 and G19, including red or IR lasers.

RECOIL ENABLED TRAINING PISTOL - KWA M9
SKU RETP-M9-IR / RETP-M9
• 	 The M9 Series has the look and feel of the Beretta M9. This is a
powerful training tool, that simulates recoil for the most realistic
training at home.

RECOIL ENABLED TRAINING PISTOL - KWA 1911
SKU RETP-1911-IR / RETP-1911
• 	 KWA 1911 Airsoft with the Spider Adapter and a Vibration
Activated SureStrikeTM Laser Cartridge. Available in red
(visible) or infrared (invisible) laser.

Safe and Realistic Firearms Training – Anytime, Anywhere.
Take your training to a whole new level. Many shooters find recoil enabled training to be the most
realistic way to maintain and perfect their shooting skills indoors, without a live range.
Force on force airsoft training is commonly used by the military and Law Enforcement and has
become more popular among shooters due to its low cost, full blow back, and automatic reset of
the firearm. The realistic look and feel of the firearm enforces muscle memory and enhances safety
skills of the shooter.

RECOIL ENABLED TRAINING PISOL - KWA P226
SKU: RETP-M226 (Red Laser) / RETP-M226-IR (IR Laser)
• 	 KWA P226 Airsoft with the Spider Adapter and a Vibration
Activated SureStrikeTM Laser Cartridge. Available in red
(visible) or infrared (invisible) laser.

Using a recoil enabled pistol or rifle adds realism to training and is the best way to train for real life
situations, with simulated sound and recoil.
Recoil Enabled Training Firearms are completely safe and cost a fraction of training without live
ammunition.
Pair one of the Recoil Enabled firearms with the Laser Ammo I-MTTS reactive targets or Smokeless
Range® and take your shooting skills to a whole new level.
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RECOIL ENABLED TRAINING AR15 RIFLE
SKU AR15-RIS / AR15-RIS-IR
• 	 KWA LM4 gas blowback AR style rifle with the Laser Ammo
FLASH adapter and a vibration activated SureStrike TM
Cartridge. Available in red (visible) or infrared (invisible) laser.
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TRAINING PISTOLS

FLASH
SKU ASCCWAR (CCW) / ASCWAQ (CW)
FLASH Airsoft Rifle Adapter converts most airsoft
rifles for recoil enabled laser training tool that is
safe to use indoors.
• 	 Available in CCW and CW treading.
• 	 Available as FLASH Adapter or FLASH Kit (with
Red or IR laser)

REAL
SKU LA-ALC-17
Barrel replacement for specific models of airsoft
pisols. Easily replace your existing barrel to
convert the pistol for recoil enabled training.
Available for
• 	 KWA ATP - LE, KWA ATP - C, KWA M9
• 	 Available as a kit with red (visible) or infrared
(invisible) Vibration Activated Laser Cartridge.

SPIDER
SKU SPIDER
The Spider is a Laser housing that will convert
any blow back pistol or rifle with a tactical rail to
a recoil training firearm.
• 	 Available as a kit with red (visible) or infrared
(invisible) Vibration Activated Laser Cartridge.

ADVANCED
TRAINING
LASER PISTOL

Build the muscle memory for correct gun handling with
the best-in-class Advanced Training Laser Pistol (A.T.L.P)
Resembling a Smith and Wesson M&P (SF25) or a G17 (SF30), the Professional A.T.L.P. will fit in most similar
styled holsters. The Advanced Training Laser Pistol comes standard with an accidental discharge sensor, an
interchangeable magazine and adjustable realistic sights.
The A.T.L.P. Model is designed to teach proper firearms handling skills and make negligent discharges a thing
of the past. The pistol uses a patented sensor design that detects even the slightest intrusion into the trigger
guard setting off an alarm, warning the shooter about a potential discharge for training purposes. The device
distinguishes between deliberate actions and unintentional incursion(s) into the trigger guard.

FEATURES INCLUDE
• 	 Available

With Either The Red (Visible) Or Infrared (Invisible) Laser
Is Detected System Training Proper Finger Indexing
• 	 Two Led Notification Lights
• 	 Removable Magazine For More Realistic Practice
• 	 Multiple Modes For Customizable Training
• 	 Works With All Laser Ammo Electronic Targets, Simulators And Training Software
• 	 Package Includes: A.T.L.P., Plastic Pistol Carry Case, Additional Laser Battery, 3 Reflective Targets (w/ Red Laser)
• 	 Intrusion

9MM AIRSOFT VIBRATION CARTRIDGE

SKU 9MVSSLC
Works from the recoil of the training pistol, the
SureStrikeTM Vibration Activated Laser Cartridge will
emit a laser pulse with every shot.
• 	 9MVSSLC – F-780IR (FLASH IR)
• 	 9MVSSLC – R-780IR (REAL IR)
• 	 9MVSSLC – F
(FLASH RED)
• 	 9MVSSLC – R
(REAL RED)

VIBRATION ACTION CAP

SKU 9MVC-F (FLASH)
SKU 9MVC-R (REAL)
Convert any 9mm SureStrikeTM
Laser to activate with vibration
instead of the firing pin.

AVAILABLE MODELS
SF25 - Compatible with M&P
SF30 - Compatible with G17 Holsters

SKU
SKU SF25-PLTPIR (M&P IR)
SKU SF25-PLTP (M&P RED)

SKU SF30-PLTPIR (IR)
SKU SF30-PLTP (RED)

* Different programming available for pistols and rifles.
** Available in Red and IR .
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ACCESSORIES

EVERYTHING YOU NEED
TO CONTINUE TRAINING
Laser Ammo provides a variety of accessories to assist with all your training needs. From
batteries, to safety pipe extensions, to custom targets and everything in between, Laser
Ammo has it all. Personalize your shooting experience to get the most out of your training.

REFLECTIVE TARGETS
SKU 6MRT
Six reusable reflective targets based on the classic
law enforcement design.
• 	 Size: 2.5”X2.5”
• 	 Three Different Designs, Two Targets Of Each Design

SAFETY PIPE
SKU 9MSP-L (Long)
SKU 9MSP-S (Short)
SKU 9MSP - C (Subcompact)
The UhrSecure Safety system, locks the SureStrikeTM in
the barrel to provide a visual and physical indication that
the gun is safe.
• 	 Long Safety Pipe - for barrels from 3.5” - 4.8”
• 	 Subcompact - for barrels from 2.8 to 3.5”
• 	 Short Pipe - for barrels from 2.9”-4”

SAFETY NUT

HEAVY GAUGE 16”X23” PAPER TARGET
SKU LAHGT-1
Perfect size for home training. Designed with
the L.A.S.R. software in mind.
• 	 16X23” Target
• 	 100% Made In The USA
• 	 Water Resistant, Long Lasting, Durable
• 	 Highly Visible

SKU 9MRSN
Self centering and secures the safety pipe to the barrel
ensuring safety and accuracy.

SAFETY PIPE EXTENTION
SKU 9MSP-E
For longer barrels, the extension pipe will extend the
safety pipe an additional 1”

BATTERY PACK
SURESTRIKE CARRYING CASE
SKU BLKCC (Black)
SKU CAMCC (Camouflage)
Protect your SureStrike and all of your accessories
with this hard EVA shell, nylon covered, fitted foam
insert and a heavy duty zipper.

SKU 3BP

Each battery pack is composed of 3 shrinkwrapped LR726 Batteries, with a total of 4.7V
to activate the SureStrikeTM Lasers. Alkaline,
contains no mercury. Environmental friendlily.

RESET TRIGGERS FOR GLOCK
SURESTRIKE SHOOTING DRILLS
BY TOP SHOT, COLIN GALLAGHER
SKU SSD
Master your skills with 52 drills! 52 new dry fire
training drills presented in a high-quality deck of
cards. These cards are meant to challenge the
shooter’s skills and develop him / her into a master
shooter in a matter of days. With basic, intermediate
and advanced cards, these scenarios are safe, fun,
challenging and effective.
Chosen carefully by History Channel “Top Shot” Mr.
Colin Gallagher and specially designed for ease of
use, the SureStrike Shooting Drills are guaranteed
to make you a better and safer shooter.
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SKU LA-GRT-A
SKU LA- GRT-B
SKU LA- GRT- C
SKU LA- GRT- D

(9mm /40/357/45GAP - Gen 1-3)
(10mm / 45ACP - Gen 3*)
(9mm & 40S&W - Gen 4)
(10mm / 45ACP SF Models)

The world best dry fire practice reset trigger for Glock
handguns. Allows for a realistic trigger pulls with your
Glock without the need for racking the slide. A perfect
practice session with your Glock for accuracy, and
trigger pull.
*Gen 3 excluding SF & G36
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FAST & ACCURATE
COMBAT PISTOL SIGHT
FOR GLOCK AND XD
COMBAT PISTOL SIGHT FOR GLOCK & XD
A revolutionary, cost effective, intuitive and low
profile aiming solution to facilitate quick and
accurate shooting.

LASR SOFTWARE

LASER ACTIVATED SHOT REPORTER (L.A.S.R.)
VIRTUAL INDOOR RANGE SOFTWARE
Use your Windows computer, point your webcam to your
choice of up to 9 targets and dry fire away. The software
allows the shooter to take control of his training by
keeping track of its shot placements and times. A handson experience with your firearms that will improve your
muscle memory, coordination, accuracy and precision.
Use with your own firearm or with our training guns.
• 	 For

IR or recoil training use the IR / Recoil webcam.
our website for computer requirements.

• 	 Visit

Fiber-optic technology; a fast, clear and accurate
sight picture is presented to the shooter.
Made from aircraft grade aluminum 7075 and
polycarbonate.

IR CAMERA WITH RECOIL CAPABILITY

Great for shooting with both eyes open.
All of the sights are offered in Red or Green fiber
optic for Glock and XD (Excluding XDM 5.25
Competition)

SKU IR/ Recoil - Camera
Upgrade your LASR training to work with IR lasers and Recoil
Training pistols for more realistic training. Camera includes a
proprietary driver for LASR Advanced use.

T.A.S J SIGHT
SKU TAS-GJSR (Glock Red)
SKU TAS- GJSG (Glock Green)
SKU TAS-XDJSR (XD Red)
SKU TAS-XDJSG (XD Green)

WEBCAM FOR RED LASER
SKU Webcam
Plug and play webcam, Fully supported to work with LASR
software and SureStrikeTM Red Laser.

Based on a two dot sighting system. a large 2.8mm dot
makes this sight easer and faster to those who wear
corrective lenses or glasses.

T.A.S SINGLE DOT SIGHT
SKU TAS-GSR
SKU TAS-GSG
SKU TAS-XDSR
SKU TAS-XDSG
An extremely rapid and intuitive target acquisition with
both eyes open in any shooting position for targets up to
10 Yards.
1.2mm red or green light spot use as a sole aiming
point that substantially improves shooting speed and
performance.
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CUSTOMIZED TRAINING
PRODUCTS & SOLUTIONS FOR
MILITARY & LAW ENFORCEMENT
Laser Ammo has the most advanced shooting simulator, reactive targets and user-friendly tactical firearms training
system for Law Enforcement firearms training, no advanced qualifications required. This system was developed and
enhanced by Law Enforcement Officers to fit the needs of the Law Enforcement community.
The cost effective, portable training system, allows for agencies to use at recruiting & community events. The Reactive
Targeting System provides both structured and recreational training to maintain sharp skills for officers who may not
practice on a regular basis. Train with the realistic features, like recoil, while engaging with different targets & simulators.
Three Gun Training allows officers to train with their pistols, shotguns and duty rifles. Free updates, highly efficient
customer service and warranty policy included. Our products are used daily by Law Enforcement agencies worldwide
and by FLETC. Contact info@laser-ammo.com for more information.

MILITARY / POLICE / TRAINERS
NRA/USCCA Instructor Program
We are proud to work with the NRA and USCCA
to sustain & expand the efforts of the Education &
Training Department!
Our products are endorsed by the NRA and USCCA, and
used by many firearms trainers worldwide. It will help you,
the trainer, to build confidence and correct skills within
your trainees with 100% safety.
Contact us for special trainers program for more savings!

Become A Dealer
SHOOT BACK BOX

We offer a Dealer Direct Program with valuable incentives.
• 	 High return on investment
• 	 Low first-time buy-in
• 	 Free shipping above minimum order
• 	 Name and logo will be featured on our website
• 	 POS Available
• 	 Drop-ship Program
• 	 Personal, professional and prompt customer service
• 	 Enforced MAP
• 	 Easy order processing via website, email or phone

A custom made optical devise that simulates various
scenarios during firearms training drills. Controlled by
Computer, Simulator operator or Trip wires, the SBB will
flash a light pulse to resemble a shot or exploitation. The
user, if wearing a laser sensor vest (like a MILES system)
will get an indicator that he has been shot.

37MM / 40MM GRENADE LAUNCHER
ADAPTER FOR 9MM SURESTIRKE CARTRIDGE

Contact us at (516) 858-1262 to join our dealer family today!

Train with your M203 together with your Simulator or MILES
gear.

FIREFLY
High end, versatile laser to be used on any tactical rail pistol
or rifle activated by vibration or wire. is the perfect tool for
using with Simunition, UTM or any other recoil firearm.
Custom programing will alow to use the firefly with any
tactical vest for any distance, makes this pwerfull tool to be
the perfect laser for force on force training.

We Support the Shooting Sport!
Our products are being used by many competitor shooters around the world. Each of our products are designed to
maximize a shooter’s time training and save on cost by allowing the shooters to train more often in their convenience
of their own home, spending less money on ammo. Our new Smokeless Range® pro line is built to replicate exact
course of IPSC competition. Our Fast Draw Simulator is built to the highest requirements of the Fast Draw community.

WE ARE PROUD TO SPONSOR AND SUPPORT SOME OF THE BEST WORLDWIDE SHOOTERS
SURESTRIKE VIBRATION CARTRIDGE FOR GLOCK
17R (RED GLOCK)
Use the SureStrike Vibration cartridge for a safe, practical
training with shooting simulators, tactical vests, force on
force and more with the Glock reset trigger.

Small Business / GSA Approved
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DUNS: 022644883 / CAGE/NCAGE: 6QWC6Cost

John Napolitano

Vanessa Aguilar
& Shyanne Roberts

Kim Leppänen

Jaakko Viitala

Colin Gallagher
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FOLLOW US ON
SOCIAL MEDIA

   

P.O.Box 3003, 75003
Uppsala, Sweden

T: +46 (0)18-4951115

info@laser-ammo.se

www.laser-ammo.se

LASER-AMMO EUROPE

9:00am - 5:00pm EST

Monday - Friday

HOURS OF OPERATION

PO Box 222017
Great Neck, NY 11022

